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MODERNITY, MULTIPLES, AND MASCULINITY 
HORACE POOLAW'S POSTCARDS OF ELDER KIOWA MEN 
LAURA E. SMITH 
Many Indians in the late nineteenth and 
early twentieth century commodified aspects 
of their cultures in order to make a living and 
sometimes present their identities, history, and 
artworks in ways that were satisfying to them. 
Ten vintage postcards from the Oklahoma 
Historical Society by Kiowa photographer 
Horace Poolaw (1906-1984) indicate that he 
recognized popular tastes for Plains Indian 
male imagery while both participating in that 
production and working independently of it. 
Key Words: Craterville Fair, Lone Wolf, Oklahoma, 
Peyotism, photography, Plains Indians, Silver Horn 
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Poolaw printed some of his photographs on 
postcard stock to sell at local fairs in the early 
to mid twentieth century. In order for the 
postcards to appeal to the greatest number 
of consumers, he had to compose his images 
and select subject matter that fit into common 
visual assumptions and expectations of Indian 
identity, such as the "chief." 
On the other hand, Poolaw created these 
postcards in an intense period in Oklahoma 
of indigenous cultural resurgence and resis-
tance to U.S. assimilatory policies. Within 
this unsettled climate, many Native artists 
exploited new technologies and media to repre-
sent their worlds. Mass media such as newspa-
pers and magazines provided Indian reformists 
and activists with a forum for their visions of 
a self-determining and revitalized indigenous 
future. Many pictures in those contexts were 
intended to challenge U.S. oppressive Indian 
policies and one-dimensional views of Indians. 
The potential of photography and mass tech-
nologies for social transformation was most 
notably applauded by Walter Benjamin as 
recourse against totalitarian regimes and class 
oppression.1 Poolaw, while not known to have 
been directly linked to national progressive 
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indigenous organizations, did document many 
of the important political and cultural events 
of his community. He was also related to sig-
nificant Kiowa leaders who had active public 
roles in the betterment of the community.2 
Therefore, it is certainly plausible to consider 
that, while adhering to the forms and func-
tions of Indian imagery created for the general 
public in the 1920s, Poolaw's picture postcards 
engaged a more subversive discourse and prob-
lematized the mass consumption of Indianness. 
This study examines how Poolaw's postcards 
satisfied the desires of diverse audiences of 
the non-Indian popular consumer and the 
local Kiowa community, as well as addressed 
the contemporaneous regional and national 
indigenous efforts to preserve their cultural 
histories and to correct inaccuracies and nega-
tive visions of Indians.3 I further argue for their 
recognition as modern representations and art 
objects in their mechanical production and 
duplication, their challenge to the popularly 
reproduced Plains Indian chief image, and the 
contemporaneous indigenous desire for pic-
tures of Indian heroes. 
Complicating this endeavor, however, is 
the question of intentionality. Poolaw spoke 
little about his work to his children or friends 
and did not leave any records of the people 
and events that he photographed. The family 
has done a tremendous amount of work in the 
Kiowa community to attach names and dates 
to the images. I draw from their information, 
as well as archival resources, interviews with 
family members, scholars, and other Kiowa 
individuals. Further methodological support 
for my thesis comes from Rosalind Krauss, 
Allan Sekula, and Martha Sandweiss, who 
have shown that the obstacle to interpreting 
photographs is that they are only traces of the 
real, providing no real assurance of any identity 
or event.4 They have no intrinsic language, no 
inherent system of symbolization or significa-
tion. They depend on text or context to reveal 
their meaning. This article is further informed 
by visual culture theorists such as Henry 
Glassie, Igor Kopytoff, Homi Bhabha, Nicholas 
Thomas, Philip Deloria, and James Clifford, 
who present identities, cultures, and objects as 
hybrid, "fractal," and unstable entities. These 
authors, among others, have demonstrated that 
context, as well as the viewer, are important fac-
tors for determining meaning, even if an artist's 
or author's original intentions are unknown, 
known to be contrary, or just different.s These 
writings demonstrate the complex spheres of 
meaning amidst which photographic portraits 
of Indians circulate. In light of these theorists' 
consideration of the importance of context, I 
evaluate Poolaw's photographs through their 
insertion into the various critical discourses of 
the period relating to photography and Indian 
mass media, Indian fairs, indigenous efforts to 
document cultural histories, American Indian 
religious and political activism, and the market 
for Plains Indian postcards. Thus, this article 
will not examine Poolaw's photographs as pur-
veyors of a static and monolithic message that 
Poolaw mayor may not have intended, but as 
signs that are understood differently depending 
on context, history, and the viewer. 
COMPLEX ICONOGRAPHIES 
A close look at one of Poolaw's postcards 
reveals a rich array of culturally and politi-
cally expressive content related to the early-
twentieth-century Kiowa historical context 
and the conventions of the modern Plains 
male stereotype. Harry A-hote, or Kau-tau-a-
hote-tau (Buffalo Killer), was probably born 
in the 1860s (Fig. 1). He was a relative of the 
Poolaw family and the son-in-law of Big Tree, 
a renowned Kiowa soldier. He served in the 
all-Indian U.S. cavalry unit, Troop L, at Fort 
Sill in the 1890s and was an Ohomah Society 
member. Military societies such as these played 
critical roles in Kiowa pre-reservation struc-
ture, cohesion, and survival. The initiation 
and social advancement into these groups 
were vital to the development and affirmation 
of Kiowa masculinity. By the last third of the 
eighteenth century, six active military societ-
ies were known to have been maintained. The 
Ohomah was introduced to the Kiowa in 1884. 
Unlike most of the other military societies, the 
FIG. 1. Horace Poolaw. Harry A-hote or Kau-
tau-a-hote-tau (Buffalo Killer), c. 1925-1942. Virgil 
Robbins Collection, 19344.40#2. Image courtesy of 
Oklahoma Historical Society. 
Ohomah flourished in the reservation period. 
Its rules for enrollment were based more on 
ancestors' achievements rather than those of 
the member himself. Through the 1930s, most 
Ohomah men were first-born and favored sons 
from socially prominent families.6 
A-hote has the otter skin-wrapped hair of 
peyotists.7 Among many Plains and Woodlands 
communities, otter skin was associated with 
healing. Peyotists adopted them for the heal-
ing powers they were thought to provide. By 
the 1930s only the older peyotists were wear-
ing such attire.8 Peyotism, while it had been 
practiced among the Kiowa, Comanche, and 
Plains Apache since the 1870s, became a more 
formalized and stable institution in 1918. After 
the introduction of antipeyote legislation by 
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missionaries, leaders of the Society of American 
Indians, and Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) 
agents, ethnologist James Mooney assisted the 
Kiowa and other western Oklahoma tribes in 
incorporating the peyote religion as the Native 
American Church. This, among other actions, 
provided some legal protection of this religious 
practice but did not thwart attempts by vari-
ous parties to prohibit peyote use. Despite the 
ongoing introduction of antipeyote bills in the 
1920s, peyotists achieved further support after 
1923 when the future BIA commissioner, John 
Collier, organized the American Indian Defense 
Association to protect Indian religions. Bills 
introduced in the Sixty-seventh, Sixty-eighth, 
and Sixty-ninth Congresses between 1921 and 
1926 all failed, but at the state level, many laws 
prohibiting peyote use were successfully passed. 
The momentum gained from defeating oppo-
nents at the national level, as well as their newly 
organized structure, was partly responsible for 
the increase in converts among many Plains 
groups in the 1920s and 1930s.9 
However, historian Hazel Hertzberg further 
speculates that several other factors contrib-
uted to the growth of peyotism, including the 
ability of Native Americans to express through 
religious life an independent Indian identity. 
Peyotism was created by indigenous peoples 
and provided Indian men with important 
and recognized opportunities to shape the 
strength and well-being of their communities 
in their own way.!O Linda Poolaw and Kiowa 
beadworker Vanessa Jennings have asserted 
that because federal authorities had forbidden 
so many cultural and religious practices for 
so long, as well as the wearing of buckskins, 
feathers, and/or other ritual apparel, that the 
opportunity that Poolaw's portraits gave to 
be pictured in these items was partly a defiant 
statement in the 1920s. 
The 1920s was a time of defiance. After 
many years of the Indian agents and some 
missionaries forbidding Kiowas and other 
Indians to dress in traditional clothing ... , 
putting on those [buckskins] was a way to 
defy those orders and affirm your right to 
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dress and express your pride in being Kiowa/ 
Indian.ll 
Thus, parts of A-hote's wardrobe can be read 
as subversive, especially in light of the ongoing 
antipeyotist federal actions. 
On the other hand, wearing feather bon-
nets and "Indian" clothes was also just plain 
fun. "Indians love to do this," Linda Poolaw has 
statedP A-hote is one of only two men among 
the ten postcards by Poolaw who wear a feather 
bonnet. In pre-reservation Kiowa culture, feath-
ers represented a Kiowa soldier's achievement of 
a brave deed or war honor, and a man was not 
allowed to wear something he had not earned 
the right to wear. I have found in my research 
that by the turn of the twentieth century, the 
warbonnet acquired quite diverse and more 
complex meanings among the Kiowa. Horace's 
nephew Elmer Saunkeah has even claimed that 
the bonnet conveyed no special message, that it 
was just "something you wore for a special occa-
sion, when you got dressed up."13 
Saunkeah's comment implicates broader 
cultural and popular contexts during this same 
period in which the warbonneted Plains male 
had become firmly entrenched as a modern 
formulaic device used by both Indians and non-
Indians to simply affirm Indianness. Of scholar 
Patricia Albers's research collection of 16,000 
pre-1920 American Indian postcards, nearly 
70 percent were portraits of Plains Indians 
identified as "chiefs" or "warriors." Many schol-
ars have directly attributed the popularity of 
the Plains Indian chief image to Buffalo Bill's 
Wild West performances and their advertising 
materials. While some scholars credit early-
nineteenth-century painters George Catlin, 
Karl Bodmer, and Charles Bird King with being 
the real force behind the Plains image of the 
American Indian, Phyllis Rogers has argued 
that these artists had a limited and largely elite 
audience. She instead attributes dime novel 
covers and Buffalo Bill's graphic arts as the 
visual precedents for the "Sou ian image," works 
that "straddled all socio-economic barriers" 
and reached the imagination of "the general 
public." Historian James Ewers has also argued 
that the "phenomenal success of Buffalo Bill's 
shows . . . played a definite role in diffusing 
such Plains Indian traits as the flowing feather-
bonnet, the tipi, and the war dances of the 
Plains tribes" across the nation.14 
The beaded vest that A-hote wears was 
probably one owned by Poolaw's brother Bruce, 
an actor whose stage name was "Chief Poolaw" 
and was known more for his good looks than 
his acting or leadership abilities.Is Bruce often 
drew from popular conceptions of Indianness 
to construct his public personae; therefore, 
like the Indians on dime novel covers or in 
Wild West shows, he often donned a feather 
bonnet and other western beaded wear while 
on stage. Some aspects of Bruce's acting expe-
riences influenced Horace's aesthetic decisions 
at times.16 The Kiowa never originally made 
beaded vests; the Cheyenne gave many of 
them to the Kiowa between 1880 and 1920. 
Some Ohomah Society families wore themP 
This vest, however, was more likely on loan 
from Bruce or Horace for the photograph. 
As confirmed by the Poolaw family, there are 
several examples among his portraits in which 
clothing items are known to have belonged 
not to the sitter but to Horace. The family has 
concluded that Horace sometimes dressed his 
subjects, as did many studio portrait photog-
raphers, to make these individuals fit into and 
play with the popular vision of an Indian or 
Indian chief (see Fig. 9).18 
As is evident by the clothing that A-hote 
wears, there are multiple possibilities for inter-
preting the value and meaning of this portrait. 
Poolaw, according to his children, was meticu-
lous about his compositional choices and some-
times asked his subjects to wear certain items 
for both playful and more ennobling reasons. 
Linda Poolaw indicated that the portrait of 
Horace's father, Kiowa George, in buckskins, 
warbonnet, and holding a bow and arrow was 
a picture made to honor him (Fig. 2).19 Kiowa 
George was an arrow maker and a sweathouse 
doctor. In the prereservation Kiowa society, 
men could achieve social status and economic 
benefits from their work as healers, artists, arrow 
makers, and musical instrument makers.20 This 
FIG. 2. Horace Poolaw. Kiowa George Poolaw, 
c. 1925-1939. Virgil Robbins Collection, 19344.13.10. 
Image courtesy of Oklahoma Historical Society. 
status was carried into the twentieth century. 
While most non-Kiowa viewers would not have 
recognized the signs elucidating Kiowa prestige 
or subversiveness, there was a Kiowa audience 
for Poolaw's postcards and for images of signifi-
cant leaders who would have. 
VIEWERS AND CONSUMERS: 
THE INDIGENOUS DESIRE FOR PICTURES OF 
HISTORICAL HEROES 
Around 1926, Horace Poolaw began work as 
an apprentice with photographer George Long 
(1881-1968) who had recently set up a studio in 
Mountain View. Throughout his career, Long 
cultivated relationships with several of the 
Plains tribes, including the Kiowa, Comanche, 
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FIG. 3. George Long. Chief Lone Wolf, c. 1920. 
George W. Long Collection 73.3.4.1.229. Image 
courtesy of the Oklahoma Historical Society/ 
Museum of the Western Prairie. 
and Apache. He was invited to photograph 
many dances and ceremonies as early as 1920. 
In addition, many Indian families, including 
the Poolaws, commissioned Long to take their 
portraits. The majority of Long's clients were 
the local Oklahoma Indian headmen and their 
families who purchased postcard photos of 
other tribal members. The greatest type of por-
traits Long sold were those of male leaders. His 
most famous and highly demanded portrait was 
of the early twentieth-century Kiowa leader 
Lone Wolf (Fig. 3).21 Besides technical advice 
gained in Long's studio, Poolaw most certainly 
witnessed the demand by high-status Indian 
clientele for photographs. This experience at 
least partly inspired his interest in taking his 
own pictures of significant Kiowa individuals. 
It is certain that there was a Kiowa desire for 
portraits, at least among those families who 
could afford them.22 
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FIG, 4. ''Attractive Souvenirs," Twin Territories: The Indian Magazine, November 1902, 
This indigenous desire for pictures of presti-
gious leaders, generally Indian men, extended 
beyond the Kiowa territory and into the eastern 
part of the state, As early as 1902, a magazine 
published and edited by Cherokee tribal mem-
bers offered a souvenir picture of the renowned 
Cherokee leader Sequoyah in exchange for two 
subscriptions to the publication (Fig. 4), The 
advertisement especially addressed "Indian 
people" as those who would most likely find 
such a portrait desirable.23 Among the Kiowa, 
the possession of a picture postcard of a leader 
such as Lone Wolf, who sued the American 
government for treaty violations, could have 
served as an affordable way to honor his heroic 
efforts, as well as a sign of Kiowa determination 
in the ongoing fight for control over their lives, 
In 1967, eighty-five-year-old Kiowa Eugenia 
Mausape reported that she had portraits of the 
leaders Lone Wolf and Apeahtone. Lone Wolf's 
picture was on display in her home.24 
Besides Long, Poolaw may have also been 
motivated to print portraits of important 
Indian individuals by some contemporary 
indigenous artists and writers. The realization 
that an important generation of leaders would 
soon be gone prompted several Oklahoma 
Indian writers and artists in the 1930s to ini-
tiate portrait projects of tribal elders. In the 
1930s, Osage writer John Joseph Mathews, with 
help from the Work Projects Administration, 
hired an artist to immortalize some of the elder 
Osage men and women in painted portraits,25 
At the time, Mathews was concerned that 
some social practices that had preserved Osage 
memories in the past were no longer in exis-
tence. Besides the portrait project, Mathews 
also collected oral histories from the elders and 
helped create the Osage Tribal Museum, which 
opened in 1938. 
Around the same time, artist Acee Blue 
Eagle pointed to the lack of pictorial records of 
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FIG. 5. Horace Poolaw. Henry Tsoodle, Craterville Fair, OK, c. 1928. Virgil Robbins Collection #19344.40#8. 
Image courtesy of Oklahoma Historical Society. 
a rapidly dying generation of old Indians and 
announced his intentions to paint portraits of 
Pawnee elders. He promoted the idea that it 
should be Indian artists who painted these pic-
tures because they, better than outsiders, would 
"know the ones they should select." He added 
that he thought the older individuals would be 
less likely to pose for strangers.26 
Both of these Oklahoma initiatives reveal 
similar concerns for the loss of indigenous 
memory. Poolaw mayor may not have been 
aware of these endeavors, but his frequently 
quoted motivation for photographing Kiowa 
people was so that they could "remember 
themselves."27 His comment suggests that in 
a manner similar to that of Mathews and Blue 
Eagle, as well as that of a burgeoning gen-
eration of Native anthropologists, writers, and 
historians across the country, he was interested 
in preserving the culture's history. Desiring to 
correct inaccuracies and negative visions of 
Indians, many indigenous people used their 
mission, public, or boarding-school education 
to pursue careers in the rewriting of American 
histories and in recording their cultures' expe-
riences from their own point of view. Poolaw 
knew who was important, and like these other 
Indian intellectuals, pictured people who 
might otherwise have been unremarkable to 
outsider scholars, photographers, or painters. 
All of the Oklahoma Historical Society 
postcards from the period 1925-1942 portray 
significant elder leaders, primarily men in the 
Kiowa community, most of whom were born 
before the Kiowa Reservation period began in 
1867. While his portraits are not restricted to 
elder men, his postcards from this period are, 
with one exception. As can be gathered from 
their biographies, all the individuals depicted 
are unquestionably emblems of Kiowa history 
and prestige. Besides Harry A-hote, Poolaw 
chose Henry Tsoodle Sr. (Carrying Stones) 
to feature on a postcard. Tsoodle was born in 
1869 and was one of the last leaders of one 
of the original Kiowa military societies, the 
Taipegau (Fig. 5). He was also a keeper of one 
of the ten medicine bundles, one of the most 
prestigious social positions in the community. 
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FIG. 6. Horace Poolaw. Frank Given, c. 1925-1942. 
Virgil Robbins Collection #19344.40#3. Image 
courtesy of Oklahoma Historical Society. 
Medicine bundles were linked to the older 
pre-reservation Kiowa religious belief system 
and were used to evoke spiritual assistance for 
sick people or to settle disputes. The keeper of 
the bundle had to care for it and use it to help 
maintain social harmony.28 This religion con-
tinued to be relevant among some Kiowa in the 
Allotment Period (1901-1936). 
Tsoodle also wears signs of his being a peyo-
tist. These include an otter skin turban and 
hair wrappings and a feather fan. The turbans 
were worn prior to the development of peyo-
tism and were worn on many important occa-
sions by various Woodland and Plains groups. 
Sometimes only ceremonial leaders wore them. 
They were commonly ornamented with bead-
work and ribbons.29 
Frank Given was born around 1857 and was 
the son of the well-known Kiowa chief Satank 
FIG. 7. Horace Poolaw. Bert Geikaunmah, c. 1925-
1942. Virgil Robbins Collection #19344.40#5. Image 
courtesy of Oklahoma Historical Society. 
(Set-a-gai) (Fig. 6). Like Tsoodle, Given was a 
medicine bundle keeper, inheriting it from his 
father. In the photo, Given is seated in front of 
what appears to be one of the windbreaks that 
the Kiowa built around their tipis. He does not 
wear any type of headdress, but around his neck 
hangs another prestigious sign, a peace medal. 
Fort Sill Museum director Towana Spivey 
indicated that he did not think Given's medal 
was the result of a treaty. Spivey tentatively 
identified this medal as a 1900 reissue of the 
George Washington peace medal, an updated 
version of the presidential series of medals. He 
speculated that Given's medal might have been 
related to a ceremony.30 
Bert Geikaunmah was born in 1881 and, like 
Tsoodle, was a member of the Taipegau (Fig. 7). 
While too young to have gained veteran status, 
Geikaunmah and Tsoodle were among those in 
FIG. 8. Horace Poolaw. Enoch Smokey, c. 1925-
1942. Virgil Robbins Collection 19344.64.6. Image 
courtesy of Oklahoma Historical Society. 
their teens and early twenties who were newly 
included as society members by the late 1800s. 
With the end of warfare as a tribe in 1875, 
many of the soldier groups that had not already 
ceased to function amended their membership 
requirements to continue to thrive during the 
reservation period. Geikaunmah was also a 
member of the Ohomah Society. 
Enoch Smokey, like Silver Horn, who is dis-
cussed below, wears a buffalo headdress (Fig. 8). 
In his buckskin shirt with otter skin-wrapped 
braids and a mescal bean bandolier, he is most 
likely dressed for a special occasion, possibly 
the Craterville Fair. He is listed among the 
fair's directors in 1927, 1928, and 1931.31 Many 
Bears' family reputation was known to be high 
because of the status of his father (also named 
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FIG. 9. Horace Poolaw. Heap of Bear, or Many 
Bears , c. 1925-1942. Virgil Robbins Collection 
19344.25.13. Image courtesy of Oklahoma Historical 
Society. 
Many Bears) as Taime (Tai-may) Keeper and as 
a noted warrior (Fig. 9).32 
To-ga-mote (Dismounts in Front}, or Blue 
Jay, and his wife, Kaun-to-hup (Likes to Trade), 
pose in front of a tipi (Fig. 10). Both were 
born in the 1850s. The fact that they are both 
wearing buckskins and peace medals indicates 
that they are dressed for a special occasion. 
Neither of their medals has been identified. 
This is one of the few early postcards in which 
Poolaw includes a female relative of the man 
portrayed. There is another version of this 
postcard without her, but none with her alone. 
As can be seen by other items that he wears or 
carries, Blue Jay was a peyotist. He additionally 
held the prestigious social position of a bundle 
keeper. 
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FIG. 10. Horace Poolaw. To-ga-mote (Blue Jay) and his wife Kaun-to-hup, c. 1925-1942. Virgil Robbins 
Collection #19344.40#4. Image courtesy of Oklahoma Historical Society. 
Besides the various signs of Kiowa status, 
many of Poolaw's aesthetic decisions, possibly 
made in collaboration with his subjects, make 
use of commercial studio portraiture conven-
tions that would have made their distinguished 
characters widely accessible. The steady stance 
and poise of the elder men in Poolaw's post-
cards convey a lack of inhibition and a sense 
of sincerity or thoughtfulness. Many boldly 
confront the photographer; others appear more 
ambivalent before the camera and caught up in 
a contemplative moment. Some of the portraits 
demonstrate careful attention to the placement 
of the sunlight on a portion of the subject's face, 
leaving the remainder in shadow. Effectively, 
Poolaw seems to create a view of these men 
that transcends mere physical description and 
evokes something more emotional and vital 
about them. 
HUMANIZING PICTURES AND INDIGENOUS 
MASS MEDIA 
As noted, many of Poolaw's aesthetic deci-
sions were informed by commercial studio 
portrait photography conventions. Some studio 
photographers such as George Long sought 
to produce the truest possible likeness of the 
man sitting before him, one more accurate 
than any painter was thought to be capable of 
creating. In order to express something more 
about Lone Wolf than just how he looked, and 
to individualize his persona, Long employed 
closeup framing, dramatic lighting, blurred 
focus, and distinctive clothing such as a war-
bonnet and a peace medal (see Fig. 3). In these 
ways, Long conveyed this leader's "livingness 
and individuality."33 In contrast to the highly 
lit warbonnet, Lone Wolf's face is more shad-
owed, and he gazes off into the distances as if 
caught in a contemplative, intimate moment. 
Rather than providing optimal access to the 
particular physiological aspects of his face, as 
in many ethnographic portraits, the image is 
fairly ambivalent to the body. Some portraitists 
used this strategy of obscuring the physicality 
of their sitters to draw attention to their inner 
characters. Long may have been interested in 
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portraying Lone Wolf as a thinking man, thus 
explaining the darkened face. The undulating 
manner in which parts of things appear clearly 
and disappear in shadow or blurriness mimics 
human vision. The eye never examines the 
world in a completely composed, detailed, and 
static perspective. It is always roaming and 
refocusing, blurring and refining. This sugges-
tion of movement adds a sense of "livingness" 
to Lone Wolf's figure and the space he occupies. 
In light of Marcus Aurelius Root's prescription 
for aesthetic photographic portraiture, this 
kind of presentation distanced Lone Wolf's 
portrayal from a one-dimensional view or a 
banal likeness and instead offered one of more 
artistic expression. These aesthetic decisions 
are also evident in many of the studio portraits 
of Indians taken by Edward Curtis, Gertrude 
Kasebier, and William Soule. 
The use of the more pictorialist aesthetics 
made it possible for Kasebier to humanize her 
indigenous subjects and elicit sympathy for 
their plight. By publishing portraits of Sioux 
Indians in a popular woman's magazine in 
1901, Kasebier delivered her concerns about 
federal policies related to Native Americans 
to women with similar political agendas.34 In 
the text accompanying the portraits, there 
were at least two issues relevant to the Indian 
reform movement to which the photographer 
made reference: the confinement of Indians to 
reservations and the inadequate or "corrupt-
ing" education they were receiving in federal 
Indian schools.35 In this way, these pictorial-
ist portraits had a subversive edge to them, 
although it is difficult to read a consistently 
critical voice in the portraits themselves. Posed 
in ambiguous settings, the subjects cannot with 
any certainty be linked to a temporal space 
and contemporaneous political issues (Fig. 11). 
Rather, they exist more as generic, exotic, 
and static emblems of a Plains pre-reservation 
culture and Kasebier's romantic childhood 
memories of "bands of roving men, still free to 
come and go at will, with never a thought of 
'reservations.' ,,36 
These artful types of Indian portraits are 
also found in Indian-owned and/or -edited 
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FIG. 11. Gertrude Kiisebier. Iron Tail, Everybody's 
Magazine, frontpiece, January 1901. 
newspapers and later early-twentieth-century 
periodicals. Pictures accompanied news, edito-
rials, and stories that often advanced the criti-
cal social power of Native Americans. The first 
tribal newspaper, the Cherokee Phoenix, was 
established by the Cherokee in Georgia in 1828 
to direct readers to resist stereotypes of Indians 
as savages and garner support for Cherokee sov-
ereignty. In 1844 the Cherokee reestablished 
their presses in Oklahoma, followed shortly 
after by the Creek and Choctaw. By the 1890s, 
Indian Territory was the national center of the 
Indian-owned and -published press. Daniel 
Littlefield and James Parins have documented 
ninety-six newspapers that were established in 
Oklahoma between the 1840s and the 1920s, 
out of a national total of two hundred Indian 
and Alaska Native presses active in roughly the 
same period.J7 
One magazine, Twin Territories, published 
initially in Muskogee, Oklahoma, between 
1898 and 1904 included regular features on 
prominent Indian citizens, complete with 
photographs and biographical information. 
These profiles, as indicated by the photo cap-
tions, were meant to highlight their beauty and 
prestige, as well as their pride in being Indian.38 
The magazine also countered demeaning 
representations of Indians found in other non-
Indian newspapers. One writer noticed an 
article in "one of the large daily papers" that 
suggested to (non-Indian) housewives that 
Indian girls who were learning domestic skills 
in schools were apt to make great servants. 
The Twin Territories writer sought to broaden 
this unnamed author's perspective on educated 
Indians, affirm that Indians was not descended 
from a slave people, and assure those same 
housewives that Indians will "not be content 
to serve" and "will continue to advance and to 
push onward toward a higher, broader life."39 
Clearly anxious to disassociate Indians from 
African Americans, the writer nonetheless 
employs the indigenous press to confront nega-
tive perceptions of Native Americans, present 
a powerful cultural picture, and deliver her 
opinion widely. 
This kind of "back talk" on mythical notions 
of Indians is also sometimes evident in non-
Indian newspapers. Among two of Poolaw's 
postcard portraits that appeared in a 1932 
issue of the capital city's major paper, the Daily 
Oklahoman, was that of Frank Given. The arti-
cle accompanying Given's picture reported on 
the Medicine Lodge Treaty Pageant in the fall 
of that year, a historical commemoration and 
reenactment of the 1876 treaty signing near 
Medicine Lodge, Kansas. Many descendants of 
the original Kiowa signers, among other tribes, 
participated in this event. Journalist Alvin 
Rucker indicates that Given (as a descendent 
of one of the great Kiowa chiefs) "possessed 
intellectual ... talents." Rucker's comment 
coupled with Given's likeness set up a potent 
contrast to the presumably demeaning percep-
tions of Indians that he felt were held by most 
of "the thousands of whites who viewed the 
colorful pageant."40 While we have seen that 
Poolaw's portraits carry diverse and conflicting 
messages in and of themselves, the texts that 
accompany this image and its placement as an 
object in a newspaper framed the image as a 
critique of stereotypical perceptions of Indians 
to a mass audience. Democratizing technolo-
gies such as photography and mass media made 
it possible to construct, disseminate, and own a 
picture of one's view of self, culture, or history 
and lent themselves, at minimum, to a sense of 
personal liberation, if not also to the ability to 
challenge the exclusivity of demeaning imag-
ery and the racist rationales held by American 
individuals and which were behind many fed-
eral policies. While Poolaw never engaged the 
services of a printing factory to mass produce 
his postcards, his endeavor to produce multiple 
copies of Plains Indian heroes and have some 
published in newspapers is a decidedly modern 
one. Considering Walter Benjamin's utopic 
vision for mechanical reproductions, in some 
contexts, Poolaw's postcards can be envisioned 
as tools that destabilized ideas or visions of 
Indians, and thus, power relations between 
them and their colonizers. 
PLAINS INDIAN POSTCARDS 
Poolaw's postcards are, on the one hand, 
artful visions and commemorations of Indian 
male achievement; they are also objects created 
by a mechanical medium capable of produc-
ing multiple copies. To be marketable objects 
outside the Kiowa or local indigenous com-
munities, they had to appeal to a wide range of 
consumers who were most likely not familiar 
with the history of the Kiowa or the individu-
als' biographies. 
Two postcards of Indian men published in 
1906 and 1907 illustrate some typical stylistic 
conventions (Figs. 12 and 13). In both post-
cards, the same type of long, feathered warbon-
net dominates and frames each of these men. 
The figures are isolated in the picture frame in 
front of a blank background. The ambiguous 
spaces of these postcards are devoid of signs of 
any contemporary activity, urban environment, 
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or landscape to positively anchor their identi-
ties in the present. The use of proper names 
in captions on the two warbonneted Indian 
postcards mimics the text of Wild West show 
posters which exploited the celebrity achieved 
by some Indians to attract crowds. Name rec-
ognition of Indians was increasingly important 
to the promotion of Buffalo Bill's performances 
after 1900 and apparently also to the market-
ing of postcards of Plains Indians. Albers has 
found that "most collectible postcards of Plains 
Indians assigned a proper name to the subject, 
even if it was incorrect." Tall Man Dan's name 
was a misinterpretation of Peter Tall Mandan, 
for example. She further indicates that the title 
of "chief" frequently accompanied this name, 
whether or not the man had actually held 
a position of leadership and privilege in his 
community. Captions were also more likely to 
appear on cards made for a national audience, 
whereas a lack of text suggests they were more 
likely made for local consumers who would 
presumably recognize the subject.41 
The use of vivid, and in some areas, broad 
planes of flat color also links the two postcards 
to the dramatic graphic art presentations of 
Indians on Buffalo Bill Wild West show post-
ers or dime novel covers. Historian Joy Kasson 
finds that it was in particular the color of the 
Wild West posters and programs that gener-
ated fantastic, "gripping," and commercially 
successful Indian images for the non-Indian 
audiences.42 Poolaw's postcards largely depart 
from these Wild West depictions in his use of 
black and white photography, although he did 
hand-color some of his images. However, many 
other examples of unpainted picture postcards 
of Plains Indian men exist and were just as 
commercially viable as those that were colored. 
Edward Curtis produced a series of postcards 
on Indian subjects in 1904, appealing more 
to the tourist market to offset the expense of 
producing his "fine art" prints.43 Like his larger 
photogravures, the postcards were uncolored. 
There are other ways that Poolaw's postcard 
portraits conform to popular notions of Indians 
that the average fairgoer or Wild West show 
viewer would have understood. First, he chose 
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FIGS. 12 AND 13. Unknown photographer. California Indian Chief "Standing Bear," c. 1906, (left). Tall Man 
Dan, Sioux, c. 1907, (right) . Original photograph taken by De Lancey W Gill of Peter Tall Mandan, son of Long 
Mandan, c. March 1905. Images from author's collection. 
images of individuals that would have been 
accessible representations of Indianness. The 
men on Poolaw's postcards are specially dressed 
and feathered enough to conform to the stan-
dards of the popular Plains Indian chief or 
noble warrior imagery. Of the variety of ages 
and genders apparent in Poolaw's oeuvre in this 
early period, he did not pick young Kiowa men 
of his generation or, for the most part, women 
of any age for these postcards.44 The lack of 
female imagery follows the characteristics of 
most Plains Indian postcards produced in the 
early twentieth century.45 
Secondly, even though the lack of text 
might suggest that Poolaw's cards were more 
personal images, not in need of any identifying 
information, these Indians are also anony-
mous enough to appeal to a non-Indian and/ 
or tourist audience less interested in Indians as 
individuals. The composition of Poolaw's cards 
is similar to that of other mass-produced Plains 
Indian postcards. The figures are isolated in 
the picture frame and the pictures are devoid 
of signs of modern wooden houses, cars, or 
any other contemporary activity to positively 
anchor their identities to a particular time or 
place. It is apparent that, depending on who 
was doing the looking, Poolaw's portraits car-
ried multiple messages. 
VIEWERS AND CONSUMERS: 
THE CRATERVILLE FAIR AND PEFORMANCES 
OF HISTORY 
A final context to examine the ways in 
which Poolaw's postcards circulated was the 
Craterville Fair. Created in 1924 by white 
entrepreneur Frank Rush and a coalition of 
Kiowa, Comanche, and Apache Indians, the 
Craterville Fair was established on Rush's land 
near Lawton, Oklahoma. It was promoted in 
newspapers as the first all-Indian Fair. "This 
will be the first Indian fair in history, conducted 
widely by the Indians without the aid of white 
men. All officers and directors, judges and 
exhibitors will be Indians." The emphasis on the 
fair's novelty as Indian-run enhanced its appeal 
to Indian audiences and to curious non-Indian 
tourists, as well as to many photographers.46 
Craterville Fair was part of a growing trend 
of intertribal public events that were actually 
supported and initially directed by the Indian 
Bureau. L. G. Moses indicates that one of 
the first of these fairs was held on the Crow 
Reservation in Montana in 1905. However, 
Muriel Wright notes that in Indian Territory 
and Oklahoma, a few Indian fairs attracted 
attention as early as the 1870s. But the fre-
quency with which these fairs were held grew 
rapidly across the country after 1900, from just 
two in 1909 to fifty-four in 1915.47 Federal rep-
resentatives envisioned Indian fairs as a way to 
promote agricultural or industrial pursuits on 
the reservations, as well as provide wholesome 
entertainments such as ball games. 
Many tribal leaders who increasingly took 
charge of managing the fairs in the 1920s and 
1930s saw their potential to foster the economic 
advancement and leadership of Indian people. 
Indian-directed fairs, such as Craterville, were 
the result of that latter goal and contempora-
neous political efforts toward self-determina-
tion. Craterville's intertribal board of directors 
further anticipated the opportunity to openly 
perform and celebrate Indian dances. At most 
fairs, federal representatives were unable to pre-
vent them from taking place.48 Besides offering 
a steady flow of customers, the context for four 
of Poolaw's portraits of Indian male leaders 
was a significant event that was largely created 
to affirm indigenous culture and authority.49 
However, non-Indian press coverage of this 
event frequently reified "chief" stereotypes and 
described the indigenous participants as dis-
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tinct from the human race. One unidentified 
writer reporting on the fair in 1929 commented 
on the presence of "grim-visaged Indian 'bucks' 
in their Indian war paint and regalia" stalking 
about the fairgrounds.50 
Probably at least partly at the bidding of 
Frank Rush, a few older Kiowa participated 
in historical reenactments and demonstrated 
early transportation, hunting techniques, and 
crafts like arrow-making. For this occasion, 
they dressed in old-style clothing (Fig. 14).51 
As a result, many of the pictures that photogra-
phers took at this fair document performances 
of the past rather than construct a true likeness 
of the Indians as they actually lived and dressed 
in the 1920s. This type of presentation would 
have presented an "authentically Indian" per-
sonage for non-Indian fairgoers. Yet the images 
also reference actual Native cultural histories, 
so postcards are not completely divorced from 
the subjects' realities or their desires to present 
their past in ways that were meaningful to them. 
They operate in between those dichotomies of 
past and present, performance and reality. 
Silver Horn, or Haun-gooah, was born 
in 1861 and was a descendent of the most 
famous Kiowa leader, Tohausen (Little Bluff), 
who lived from 1833 to 1866 (Fig. 15). Silver 
Horn worked as an artist from the late 1870s 
to the early 1910s and was a revered mentor 
to many young Kiowa painters. More than a 
thousand of his drawings survive today. In 1891 
he joined the Indian Troop L of the Seventh 
Calvary stationed at Fort Sill. Some of the 
prestige associated with the old soldier societ-
ies was transferred to those who served in the 
military. Many of the men who enlisted in this 
U.S. Army all-Indian troop experiment were 
descendents of prominent war leaders.52 
Silver Horn was also a peyotist and is wear-
ing a mescal bean bandolier that indicates that 
religious affiliation. His headdress is made of 
buffalo hide with horns. Silver Horn's name, 
which is also translated as Metal Horn, alludes 
to a dangerous Kiowa mythological bison whose 
horns shone like polished metal when sunlight 
reflected from them. While he was not named 
directly after this figure, his designation was 
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FIG. 14. Unknown photographer. Kiowa Indians in Prehistoric Costume, Craterville Park, Okla. No.5 (Hunting 
Horse, Silver Horn, and Mary Buffalo), c. 1928. Image from author's collection. 
supposed to give him the strength of a bison. 53 
It might appear, then, that he wore this head-
dress to make reference to his name. However, 
among the Kiowa, the buffalo headdress was 
soldier apparel worn in combat or during the 
Buffalo Dance, which was a pre-reservation 
war dance held so that the soldiers could garner 
the buffalo's power and courage. 54 This dance, 
or the more modern war dance, the Omaha or 
Ohomo (O-ho-mah after 1927), may have been 
one of those performed at the Craterville Fair, 
and Silver Horn might have participated in 
either of them. 
While most of the younger dancers per-
formed the new, flashy, "fancy" war dances, 
many of the elder Kiowa men, despite federal 
prohibition against them, presented the old war 
dances at fairs and exhibitions like Craterville. 
"Fairs ... became the medium through which 
War Dancing survived."55 By wearing the 
headdress, Silver Horn identified himself as an 
esteemed soldier, and one who resisted federal 
restrictions against those practices that were 
significant to the affirmation and commemora-
tion of his identity. 
However, there are aspects of Silver Horn's 
portrait that express a performed historical 
identity rather than his contemporary nature 
or status. The headdress and the hide apron 
wrapped around Silver Horn's waist was by 
the 1920s an old style of dress for men, apparel 
indicative of the pre-reservation Kiowa period. 
With the extinction of the buffalo in the res-
ervation period, men more commonly wrapped 
a blanket around their waists. It was rare to 
still have a hide such as the one Silver Horn 
has in this period. In order for many families 
to dress in such old-time attire for the fair, they 
often made creative substitutions. The family 
reports that the robe Silver Horn wore for the 
Craterville Fair was one with which he slept 
and was quite worn.56 
A couple of other ways to think about 
Silver Horn's attire as "old-style" is to compare 
it to the elaborately feathered outfits worn by 
the younger male dancers, as well as to the 
FIG. 15. Horace Poolaw. Silver Horn, c. 1928. 
Virgil Robbins Collection #19344.40#1. Image 
courtesy of Oklahoma Historical Society. 
uniforms of World War I soldiers. "Fancy" 
war dance styles and outfits were introduced 
in Kiowa country by 1917. These dances 
were faster and had more complicated steps 
with splits and back-flips. The dancer's cloth-
ing incorporated flashy new materials such 
as sequins, fringe, and long strands of bells. 
Stylistically, this attire had its origins in that 
worn by members of the Kiowa military soci-
eties. But the manner of war dance dress was 
also influenced by demands for exciting and 
dramatic presentations at Wild West shows 
and other expositions, in addition to the men's 
own desires for the more ornate, bold, and 
modern appearances. Further, many of the 
younger Kiowa were not being inducted into 
the older soldier societies, most of which had 
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FIG. 16. Horace Poolaw. Hunting Horse (Tsatoke), 
Craterville Fair, c. 1928. Virgil Robbins Collection 
#19344.64.5. Image courtesy of Oklahoma Historical 
Society. 
ceased to exist, so the new dances and outfits 
were more suited to their needs.57 By the 1920s, 
Kiowa men had fought as U.S. soldiers and were 
wearing those uniforms. Nearly 17,000 Native 
Americans served in World War I, including 
two of Poolaw's older brothers.58 In this light, 
Poolaw's postcard portrait of Silver Horn, in 
terms of presenting a Kiowa soldier identity, is 
a historical portrayal, not a modern likeness. 
Hunting Horse (Tsa-toke) was born around 
1846 and attained military status in the tribe 
for his service in the U.S. Army as a scout in 
the 1870s (Fig. 16). According to his son Cecil 
Horse, his father was elected to a position of 
chief for that army service and other contribu-
tions to the community. 59 At the time Poolaw 
took this picture, Hunting Horse was very well 
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known and was among the oldest living men 
in the community. He was also a peyote leader 
and a Christian. He wears an atypical turban 
for Kiowa men and, like Silver Horn, an old-
style buffalo hide wrapped around his waist. 
Possibly not possessing the more common 
otter skin turban, Hunting Horse presumably 
obtained some buffalo hide and put together 
his own unique interpretation. In this picture, 
also taken at the Craterville Fair, he appears 
to be demonstrating historic Kiowa hunting 
techniques or taking part in one of the fair's 
arrow-shooting competitions.60 
Hunting Horse was a self-appointed cul-
tural historian. He enjoyed not only telling 
stories about Kiowa history but also reenact-
ing them. He took part in at least two films. 
The first, Old Texas (1916), directed by Charles 
Goodnight, featured several Kiowa, including 
Hunting Horse, demonstrating how they used 
to hunt buffalo. The second, The Daughter of 
Dawn (1920), directed by Norbert Myles, was 
reportedly based on an old Indian love story. 
The first all-Indian cast in a Hollywood movie 
was primarily drawn from the Comanche, 
Kiowa, and Apache tribes. It was filmed 
entirely in Oklahoma. Hunting Horse played 
a Comanche chief and the father of Dawn, the 
focus of romantic attention by two suitors.61 
Thus, Hunting Horse was certainly renowned 
as a performer, as much as for his leadership in 
the community. In this light, his portrait by 
Poolaw reflects both a performed and actual 
likeness. 
For most non-Indians, the disjunction 
between past and- present Indian identities 
would have been indecipherable. However, 
to Poolaw, his subjects, and most indigenous 
consumers of the postcards, the theatricality 
of the portrait would have exposed its arti-
ficiality and presented a more unstable and 
uncertain Indian. Poolaw frequently employed 
parody of Indian stereotypes in his portraits, 
and some of his subjects "played Indian" with 
him. In this way, many of his portraits under-
mine those one-dimensional understandings 
of Indians, particularly of Plains Indian men. 
CONCLUSION 
Susan Stewart has argued that postcards 
or photographs as souvenirs, through mass 
technologies and the commodification of 
identities, can be read as delivering to the non-
Indian public a domesticated, exotic subject, 
"a specimen or a trophy." Reduced to a minia-
ture and one-dimensional scale, the postcard 
and magazine portraits allow "the tourist to 
appropriate, consume, and thereby 'tame' the 
cultural other.'l{i2 However, this kind of reading 
presumes a monolithic consumer and the single 
context of popular or colonial consumption. 
Stewart also relies upon a static understand-
ing of postcard pictures of indigenous subjects 
as exotic or primitive, rather than being more 
discursive. 
Walter Benjamin falls into a similar trap 
in his approach to mechanical reproduction 
as made possible by photography. He fails 
to account for the fact that the accessibility 
of representations, in and of itself, does not 
systematically ensure the development of a 
critically engaged mass audience that rises up 
against injustice. The type of image, its physi-
cal form, function, and its viewer, consumer, 
and context matter. Poolaw's postcards prob-
lematize a colonizer's authority over Indian 
identity in some ways, but none is a completely 
straightforward expression of modern Indians 
and their rights to sovereignty. 
Poolaw's postcards were undoubtedly seen 
by some viewers in several contexts as con-
ventional views of Plains Indians, yet for 
other consumers and audiences they also con-
founded the mass consumption of Indianness 
in their deviations from those norms. They 
are "Indian chiefs" and Kiowa heroes. While 
his postcards had limited impact on social 
and political change, they do fulfill some of 
the expectations of those who had utopic 
visions for mechanically reproduced art. In 
their affordability and accessibility, they had 
a democratic nature. They put in the hands 
of the many a picture of indigenous valor and 
virtue. 
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